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 Magical south east week 
   Depart Sat 06 October 2018  7 nights 

                   NEW: Self catering - excursions & gay beach days!                                        

                                          

                              Accommodation 
Share a large self catering villa, located outside Syracuse offering comfortable two 
floors Italian style decotation and tyles, four bedrooms and two bathrooms. A 
delightful place to stay with pleasant relaxing views.  

                                     Resort 
Syracuse was founded by the Greeks in 734 BC and became a centre of learning 
and culture to rival Athens.   By the 5th century BC, it was considered the centre of 
the civilised world.  Today it is the provincial capital and a Unesco World Heritage 
site, with ancient Roman ruins, one of the largest Greek theatres in the world and 

a fascinating array of ancient monuments and Baroque facades.  As well as its rich 
cultural history, Syracuse is set in breathtaking natural surroundings and the 
peaceful bay of Porto Grande, Mount Etna and the Iblean Mountains provide 
stunning backdrops.  

                                      Price 
£ 2299.00   per person based on a double room for single use. Max 1  

£ 1299.00   per person based on a double room for single use. Max 2 

£   799.00   per person based on a twin-double or single room. Max 3  

£   549.00   per person based on a twin-double or single room. Max 4 

 
Minimum one booked person required for this tour to go ahead. Discounts of up to 
50% available to room sharers see above prices (waiting list open). Refundable 
deposit to hold your place £500.00 (TSB Bank 30-92-10   01352419 A&S Travel Ltd) 
Atol protection available on request just ask. 
 

What's included:  
Return airport transfers for any flights. Seven nights hotel accommodation based 
on half board: buffet breakfast and seven home cooked meals with local wines & 
water included, some home cooked lunch (serves as a cooking lesson).Tours to: 

Syracuse, Pantalica, Ragusa, Palazzolo Acreide and Castello Eurialo with daily stops 
at Eloro's Gay beach. Double room for single use possible. The services of your 
tour hosts.  

      Giacomo & Antonio 

Designed to let you see the highlights of this magical island's southern tip, 

our itinerary combines classic attractions with some outdoor fun and 

relaxation.  The splendid city of Syracuse, ruins that outnumber those in 

Greece, breathtaking mountains views and gourges at Pantalica with more 

World Heritage sites at hand as, Baroque Ragusa and Palazzolo Acreide with 

magical Eloro Marianelli Gay naturist beach stops available daily. 

Other Extras 
Exclusive excursions to Mount Etna and Catania can be arranged. Just ask! 
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Day 1 - Saturday 
Head to the airport for your flight. We’ll meet you on arrival for transfer to your villa. Welcome aperitif and dinner. 

Day 2 - Sunday Syracuse with Eloro Marianelli Gay beach 
Join us for our introductory walk around Ortygia, the heart of Syracuse, 
taking in the cathedral built on the Greek Temple of Athena and Giudecca, the 
old Jewish quarter.  Regular stops, 

including for lunch (extra). In the 
afternnon we head to the beach for 
some relaxation. In the evening we 
relax on Eloro Marianelli Gay beach. 
Dinner. 

Day 3 - Monday Palazzolo Acreide 

and Pantalica with Eloro Marianelli 
Gay beach 
We visit Palazzolo Acreide (World 
Heritage site), a town full of opulent 
facades, hidden courtyards, gargoyled 

balconies and a fine selection of churches. Then, Pantalica, Sicily's greatest necropolis, Pantalica 

a UNESCO World Heritage site 40 kilometres northwest of Syracuse.  Here an amazing 5000 tombs are hewn out of 
the limestone, some as old as the 13th Century BC.  The landscape is extraordinary, a succession of gorges with 
steep cliffs and we stop by the deep River Anapo gorge to relax. In the afternoon we relax on Eloro Marianelli Gay 
beach. Dinner. 

Day 4 Tuesday – Second Syracuse day with Eloro Marianelli Gay beach 
Join us to discover Syracuse Archeological Park with spectacular 
monuments including the Greek Theatre, Roman Amphitheatre and 'Ear of 
Dionysius' cavern. In the afternoon we return to Eloro Marianelli Gay beach for 

relaxation. Dinner. 
 

Day 5 Wed - Magical Ragusa with Eloro 
Marianelli naturist beach 

We visit magnificent Ragusa, Sicily’s 
Baroque capital set on a hill between two 
deep valleys and one of the ‘Val di Noto’ 
World Heritage towns (rebuilt in Late 
Baroque style after the earthquake of 

1693).  There is time to explore and a picnic lunch in the grounds of the Iblean 

Gardens, enjoying marvelous views over Ragusa. We also spend the afternoon 
at glorious Marianelli Gay beach. Dinner. 
   

Day 6 Thursday  –  Eloro Marianelli Gay beach day with pic-pic  
Today we relax and mingle with the locals on beautiful Eloro Marianelli Gay 

beach, under the umbrella, under the sun, pic-nic lunch included. (day trip to 
Mighty mount Etna possible on request). Dinner.   

Day 7 Friday – Noto and Eloro Marianelli Naturist Beach 

Noto was totally rebuilt in an impressive Baroque style after the earthquake.   Over the years, the hot sun has baked 
the white stone to a golden honey colour to make Noto one of the most enchanting towns in Sicily and part of the Val 
di Noto World Heritage area.  In the afternoon we spend time on the coast meeting the locals on Eloro Marianelli Gay 
beach. Dinner. 

Day 8- Saturday 
Breakfast included and lunch (extra) before departure to the airport, all transfers included. 
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Syracuse Greek Theatre 
 

Noto 
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